The complex nuclear structure of somatic cells is important to epigenomic regulation, yet little is known about nuclear organization of human embryonic stem cells (hESC). Here we surveyed several nuclear structures in pluripotent and transitioning hESC. Observations of centromeres, telomeres, SC35 speckles, Cajal Bodies, lamin A/C and emerin, nuclear shape and size demonstrate a very different "nuclear landscape" in hESC. This landscape is remodeled during a brief transitional window, concomitant with or just prior to differentiation onset. Notably, hESC initially contain abundant signal for spliceosome assembly factor, SC35, but lack discrete SC35 domains; these form as cells begin to specialize, likely reflecting cell-type specific genomic organization. Concomitantly, nuclear size increases and shape changes as lamin A/C and emerin incorporate into the lamina. During this brief window, hESC exhibit dramatically different PML-defined structures, which in somatic cells are linked to gene regulation and cancer. Unlike the numerous, spherical somatic PML bodies, hES cells often display ~1-3 large PML structures of two morphological types: long linear "rods" or elaborate "rosettes", which lack substantial SUMO-1, Daxx, and Sp100. These occur primarily between Day 0-2 of differentiation and become rare thereafter. PML rods may be "taut" between other structures, such as centromeres, but clearly show some relationship with the lamina, where PML often abuts or fills a "gap" in early lamin A/C staining. Findings demonstrate that pluripotent hES cells have a markedly different overall nuclear architecture, remodeling of which is linked to early epigenomic programming and involves formation of unique PMLdefined structures. 
INTRODUCTION:
• Nuclear structure and organization is a fundamental parameter of gene regulation. Numerous nuclear compartments and bodies are known in somatic cells, but much less are known about them in ES cells, especially in very early stages of differentiation.
• Radial organization of chromosome territories does not change (Bartova et al., 2008a; Wiblin et al., 2005) . Greater chromatin factor mobility and genome-wide expression is seen (Meshorer et al., 2006b ). Limited differences from somatic chromosome organization are seen (Bartova et al., 2008b; Wiblin et al., 2005 ).
• The investigation of nuclear structure in relation to early embryonic programming has barely begun. Most aspects of somatic nuclear compartmentalization have yet to be examined in ES cells, particularly human ES cells.
• SC-35 domains or "speckles" are discrete regions highly enriched in RNA metabolic factors, and are characteristic of essentially all somatic cell types.
• Promyelocytic leukemia Bodies (PML NBs) are known to breakdown in the genesis of Acute Promyelocytic Leukemia and some solid tumors (Bernardi et al., 2007) . Normal somatic cells have 5-30 PML NBs (~10/cell). PML bodies play roles in chromatin organization (Boisvert et al., 2001; Seeler et al., 1999 ), viral response (Ishov et al., 1996 , DNA replication and repair (Dellaire et al., 2006; Eskiw et al., 2004; Zhong et al., 1999) , transcriptional regulation (Boisvert et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2001 ) tumor suppression and apoptosis (Bernardi et al., 2008; Bischof et al., 2002 ) PML bodies can contain a variety of regulatory proteins, such as Sumo-1, Sp100, p53, pRB, HP1 and Daxx.
Differentiating hESC exhibit sweeping epigenetic and morphological changes.
Maturation of the nuclear envelope (NE)
occurs during hESC differentiation.
Distinct transformations in nuclear size and shape occur during a brief window of early differentiation.
hES cells exhibit unusual PML structures.
Unique PML structures are found in all hESC lines tested. Unique PML structures exhibit a relationship to heterochromatin. hESC PML-defined structures also differ in composition. Interaction of Unique PML structures with the nuclear lamina. Unique PML structures occur throughout the cell cycle, interact with the nuclear envelope, and are lost in differentiation. Pluripotency and differentiation of cultures is assessed using immunoflourescence and morphological criterion.
CONCLUSIONS:
We examined several known somatic nuclear structures in hESC at different stages of differentiation.
We report significant differences in the presence of discrete nuclear compartments, such as SC-35 domains and Cajal bodies, and find that these changes in internal nuclear structure are concomitant with changes in nuclear envelope proteins, nuclear size, and shape.
The major focus of our results is on the most dramatic and intriguing difference seen for PML-defined nuclear structures. 1) They are prevalent only during a brief period when the whole internal and peripheral nuclear landscape is undergoing major organizational changes, including shape changes.
2) Many interact with lamin A/C accumulations or the nuclear lamina as it is changing in shape, size and composition. 3) They appear to have a spatial relationship to centromeres, during a period of time when our findings indicate many centromeres are being repositioned within nuclei. 4) The "taut" appearance of linear PML structures suggests that they may be tethered at each end.
Based on these collective findings, we suggest that novel PML structures may be involved in the dramatic architectural remodeling of nuclei that occurs during the brief transition when changes in nuclear programming begin to sweep across the genome.
Clearly, the nuclear structure of human ES cells is markedly different from that of more differentiated cells, not only for PML bodies but other ubiquitous compartments of somatic nuclear structure, such as SC35 domains. These differences coupled with the changes to nuclear size, shape, and lamina-associated proteins further highlight the remarkably rich opportunity ES cells present to understand how various aspects of nuclear structure relate to the state of pluripotency and self-renewal of hESC, and the epigenetic programming of genome at the onset of cell-type commitment.
